◆ Logical - My thinking is careful and logical.
○ Practical - I like to do things. not just sit around and talk about them.
○ Detailed - I like to get the small details correct.
≈ Creative - I am creative. I like to put things together in new and different ways.
♫ Musical - I like music.
□ Rule Bender - I often stretch or bend the rules.
≈ Spontaneous - I respond to situations quickly without careful thinking.
♫ Friendly - I like to be outgoing and kind towards other people.
○ Reliable - I can be counted on to do what I say I will do.
◆ Hard Working - I am hard working and put in a lot of effort to do things well.
○ Disciplined - I am self-controlled. I am able to make plans and follow through on them.
◆ Controlled - I control my emotions very carefully.
≈ Playful - I like surprises and giving surprises. I don't take life very seriously.
□ Flexible - I can change and fit into new situations easily.
△ Intellectual - I think things out carefully before I do anything.
○ Perfectionist - I like everything to be just right.
○ Persistent - I stick at a job until it's done properly.
◆ Rule Follower - I like to follow step by step instructions to do things.
△ Mathematical - I like Math: I understand numbers and mathematical ideas and use them with confidence.
♫ Expressive - I like to express my feelings and opinions.
○ Dominant - I like things to go my way.
△ Realistic - I am interested in the way things are, rather than imagining them differently.
◎ Social - I like to be with other people. I like to work with other people.
♫ Empathetic - When someone else is upset I feel how they feel and tend to be upset too.
△ Thorough - I think through all the details carefully first when I have a problem to solve and check to make sure I haven't missed anything.
◆ Organized - I like things to be neat and tidy. I know what I am going to do and when.
△ Objective - My thinking is based on the facts, not on my feelings.
- Good Speaker - I express myself clearly in words.
- Challenging - I challenge people if I don't think they are right.
- Factual - I always want to know the facts. I like to know and have information about things.
- Emotional - I show my emotions.
- Rational - I make choices based on what I think not on what I feel.
- Passionate - I have strong feelings about my ideas and what I believe in.
- Intuitive [Ideas] - I understand ideas quickly without needing proof.
- Holistic - I see the 'big picture' of ideas. I see how everything fits together.
- Receptive - I am willing to receive help and ideas from others.
- Helpful - I like to help other people.
- Simultaneous - I am able to keep my mind on more than one thing at a time.
- Curious - I am inquisitive and eager to find out new things.
- Knowledgeable - I like to learn things from books and people who are experts.
- Analytical - I like to break things down into parts and then see how they fit together.
- Technical - I like to know how machines and gadgets work.
- Problem solver - I work out problems by thinking them through step by step.
- Critical - I judge ideas and things carefully and check them to make sure they are right.
- Intuitive [Feelings] - I sense how others are feeling without being told.
- Trusting - I believe you can trust people to do the right thing.
- Enthusiastic - I am enthusiastic about the things I do.
- Open - I like to get involved and share with other people.
- Achiever - I like to achieve.
- Planner - I like to plan how I'm going to do something and then do things one after another until I am finished.
- Adventurous - I like adventures. I like doing things I haven't done before.
- Like to Understand - I like to understand WHY when I'm learning. I like to see how ideas connect.
- Synthesizer - I like to build ideas together to make a new whole.
- Explorer - I like to explore new ways to do things and new ideas.
Dreamer - I often slip into my own dreamworld.
≈ Open minded - I like to explore new ideas and ways of doing things.
⊙ Interpersonal - I make friends easily and relate well to people.
𧈊 Cooperative - I like to work together with other people to achieve something.
◆ Punctual - I am very punctual; I do everything on time.
○ Collector - I like to collect and organize things.
● Precise - I like to be really exact and precise.
△ Direct - I am direct and to the point: I say what I mean and don’t waste words.
≈ Imaginative - I like to imagine what could be. I like daydreaming and creating stories in my mind about things that don't exist.